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Michael returns to fulfill a promise to his love, but the world isn't the same place.Michael just wants

a little sleep. The last few days has been a bit of a learning overload after coming back a hundred

and fifty years after he was blown apart by a backpack nuke.The world destroyed itself, there are

anti-gravity cars and ships, and his love is in the stars... somewhere.Plus, there is a Vampire trying

to make Europe his personal fiefdom. Akio and Yuko are trying to find him, and he has a young

female Wechselbalg and male Vampire to keep on the straight and narrow.Michael has his own

brand of justice, and this world is now understanding the Patriach is back.Nothing will be the

same.** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS cursing in this book,

occasionally, it's funny, too. **
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Finally we are back to the Kurtherian universe that I fell in love with. This is a great fast paced read.



I stayed up late into the night to finish the book in the first sitting. Our lead protagonist, Michael, has

mellowed just a little bit as his character evolves in the series, and the new characters introduced in

this installment add a nice light touch to all the action. The story line is well developed and

integrates well with what has gone on before in the original Death Becomes Her series, the World's

Worst Day Ever, the Nomad and Claiming Honor books (although it still leaves the Age of Magic

books hanging out there by themselves). I can not wait for the next book in this series. You will do

yourself a big favor by reading the books in the original series. You can skip the Age of Magic books

without losing anything that chronologically predates the instant book and avoid some confusion as

what happened to large portions of the original Kurtherian universe in the Age of Magic.

Absolutely grabbed this book and read it from beginning to end nonstop as soon as Michael put it

up for sale. Number One: Because it's a Michael Andersen written book. Number Two: It's a

Kurterian Gambit (albeit side series Michael) Book, & Number Three: Michael...you're literally killing

me waiting to find out when Bethany Anne finally learns Michael's alive! 150 years is a long long

time...That being said! This book as all the Kurtherian Gambit Books and Side Stories, is very well

written! The character development & growth/changes over the years has been fascinating to

watch. It's entertaining, makes you laugh, even a few tears of emotion...yup. Good stuff! But that's

what makes the characters real. Definitely worth the $$$ to buy, time to read, or time to listen to on

audible! Please hurry with the next book Michael....I can't wait! ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€°

Ran across the Rise of Magic series and was intrigued, so decided to purchase all 16 books in the

Kurtherian Gambit series. I then spent the next 4 days reading all 16 of them, then moving on to the

Second Dark Ages and Trials and Tribulations series. This is a very entertaining and intriguing take

on Vampires and Werewolves. I am eagerly awaiting book 17. And while there were warnings about

the cussing in the book I found them to be hilarious. As far as military Scifi goes, I would easily rate

this up there with some of the other major authors in the genre, such as John Ringo's Possleen War

or Through the Looking Glass. Looking forward to enjoying the rest of this series, and the best part

Michael Anderle seems to be a fairly prolific author so not a massive wait between books. Looking

forward to Michael dealing with this new world, and even more so when Bethany Anne returns.

I think I was checking once a week for this book since December. Yeah. It was over too soon, I

finished in a day..sad. I will be looking forward to the next one and probably start my weekly check

after a month (I know addict behavior, but only with good books). Hopeful wishing, I know. Thanks



for the wonderful series. I keep thinking I will get tired of them but that hasn't happened. By the way

if you need a proof reader to catch the small things like were instead of where, I'm your girl.

Great continuation of Michael's quest to rejoin Bethany Anne amidst a changed future Earth.

Although Michael exhibits some changes in outlook, he is still the kick-ass Patriarch we all love.

Wonderful battles as well as amusing relationship scenes. Outstanding!!Kurtherian Gambit

Universe.

WOW just WOW! Fantastic book. Michael is one of my favorite characters in the Kurtherian

Universe and a fitting mate for BA. All of Michael Anderle's works are so well-written and

entertaining that they are a joy to read. If you are new to the Kurtherian Universe, I suggest starting

at the beginning with Death Becomes Her. The main series and all the spin off series including the

one this book is part of are without a doubt some of my favorite books of all time. (And I read a lot).

You will not be disappointed! If I could give this more than 5 stars I would!

While a little abbreviated in plot and somewhat lighter in characterization compared to the regular

Kutherian series books, I enjoyed both books in this series and am awaiting the next. As much as I

enjoy this author's works, if he's rushing through these "side road" stories (meaning outside the

main Kutherian story involving Bethany Anne), I'd hope he'd slow his pace just a bit and give happy

readers a little more depth and investment in the thoughts and motivations of the characters.The

story and plot development is almost more of a "Kutherian light" interlude in the universe the author

has been building, which is the only reason I gave it 4 stars instead of 5.
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